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The Original® Glove started the 

high performance work glove 

category. Over twenty years 

of analysis, development, and 

innovation has created different 

styles of work gloves. They all 

have their own story and their 

own way of providing hand 

protection. From basic protection 

to gloves that are fire retardant 

or cut resistant, this is the 

roadmap to finding the right type 

of hand protection you need.  

The Tool That Fits Like A Glove®

MANY GLOVES,
EVEN MORE USES
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When you need the control of bare hands while still wearing gloves, get the Original® 0.5mm. Our most 
dexterous glove features a 0.5mm synthetic leather palm for superior feel and pinpoint precision with 
intricate tasks. Stretch Spandex forms to the top of your hand and fingers for maximum control in 
any situation. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

0.5mm
THE ORIGINAL®

ORIGINAL SPECIALTY LINE

ULTRA FEEL
0.5mm synthetic leather 

form fi ts hand for
precision work.

INDEX FINGER
0.5mm synthetic leather 
wraps the index fi nger 

for more control.

HMG-05 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

Just because the day is done, doesn’t mean you are – and now you don’t have to be. The Glove Light 
combines the fit, feel and functionality of The Original® with an adjustable 8mm LED that gives you 
25,000 MCD.  With easy to replace AAAA batteries that last 14 hours, you’re sure to get the job done on 
time. Whether it’s low light or no light, The Original® Glove Light is the right fit. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

 BRIGHT LIGHT
8mm LED provides 

25,000 MCD in a unique 
detachable and

repositionable unit.

GL3G-05 BLACK

GLOVE LIGHT
THE ORIGINAL®

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

ORIGINAL SPECIALTY LINE

 SEAMLESS PALM
Seamless single layer 

palm for
maximum control.

Despite its imitators, The Original® glove remains in a category all its own. Tried, tested and proven 
for over 20 years, it provides the perfect blend of flexibility and protection. Durable synthetic leather 
palm, form-fitting stretch Spandex top, and a flexible TPR wrist closure allow for a second-skin fit.  
With a gamut of practical uses, it’s no surprise that The Original® is the most recognized and most 
frequently worn glove by anyone with a toolbox.  Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

ORIGINAL®
THE

THE GLOVE THAT STARTED IT ALL

COMFORTABLE FIT
Form-fi tting stretch 
Spandex top for the 
ultimate in comfort.

MG-01 YELLOW MG-02 RED MG-03 BLUE MG-05 BLACK MG-09 ORANGE

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

X X X S - X X X L

SEAMLESS PALM
Seamless single 

layer palm for maximum 
control.

Work smarter, not harder with the Original® Grip glove. We fully covered the palm with sonic-welded 
TPR dots for less strenuous effort when searching for grip. The TPR dot pattern rolls over the top of your 
thumb and index finger, displacing liquids for more control and better traction for intricate tasks.  Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

GRIP
THE ORIGINAL®

ORIGINAL SPECIALTY LINE

ULTIMATE GRIP
Sonic-welded TPR dots 

enhance grip and reduce 
muscle fatigue.

CONTROL
TPR dots roll over your 
thumb and index fi nger 

for intricate tasks.

MGG-05 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

They GeT iT. They watch because they are fans. They recognize that 

if the pros use Mechanix Wear® Gloves, so should they. They aren’t 

helping pit a race car in less than fourteen seconds, and their toolbox is 

probably different. But when working on their car they want to work fast, 

work safe, and work clean. They know every garage deserves a toolbox 

containing high performance work gloves.

Back in 1991, we knew right away we had 

a good thing going with Mechanix Wear® 

Gloves. However, we had no idea what 

kind of revolution we would start. Before 

we knew it, we had   every nascar® team 

asking for our gloves along with just about 

every other high profile motorsports team 

in every type of racing! as a result of the 

exposure, everyday mechanics, technicians, 

construction workers, tradesmen, do-it-

yourselfers, industrial safety personnel, 

law enforcement, emergency service 

workers and military professionals all 

began using our gloves and all agree 

that they help you: Work faster, 

safer, cleaner®
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It’s hard to work when your bones are cold, so we created The Original® Insulated glove to lock in the 
warmth. A comfortable single layer of form-fitting fleece lines the entire glove, preserving warmth 
without sacrificing valuable dexterity. We went a step further and incorporated durable water resistant 
coating and a water resistant liner on the palm to keep your hands dry. Top it off with a low-profile hook 
and loop closure for full range of motion and you have a critical cold weather tool. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

INSULATED
THE ORIGINAL®

ORIGINAL SPECIALTY LINE

INSULATED
Insulated and fl eece lined 

top of hand for warmth
and comfort.

MG-95 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

WATER RESISTANT
Durable, water-resistant 
coated and fl eeced lined 

synthetic palm.

Stop throwing away perfectly good gloves due to worn out fingertips. We covered the thumb and 
fingers of our Original® glove with ultra-grip, longwearing, High Abrasion Resistant (HAR™) material.  
Extending up the fingertips, this material provides 60% more coverage and protection in high wear 
areas, greatly reducing fingertip and seam failure.  Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

HIGH ABRASION
THE ORIGINAL®

ORIGINAL SPECIALTY LINE

EXTRA DURABILITY 
HAR™ covers high wear 
areas for better wear.

 REINFORCEMENT
HAR™ wraps the inside 

thumb and index fi nger for 
added durability.

MGP-08 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

When the heat index rises, our Original® Vent glove gives your hands the protection and cooling you 
need. Perforated synthetic leather palm, fingers and side panels merge with a breathable mesh top, 
allowing circulation throughout every part of the glove. A strategically placed microfleece thumb panel 
serves as a convenient place to wipe the sweat inevitably falling from your brow. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

VENT
THE ORIGINAL®

ORIGINAL SPECIALTY LINE

 PALM VENTILATION
Perforated synthetic 

leather allows 
maximum airfl ow.

 TOP VENTILATION
Lightweight breathable 
mesh keeps hands cool.

MGV-00 GREY

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

Professionals and enthusiasts agree – the FastFit® glove is a toolbox must-have. Form-fitting stretch 
panels between your fingers provide a snug fit and the elastic cuff offers easy on and off flexibility 
between tasks. Durable synthetic leather is anatomically cut around your palm for better wear when 
handling tools. Your hands will stay cool, dry and comfortable with moisture-wicking TrekDry® material 
covering your wrist, thumb and fingers. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

FASTFIT
®

POWERFUL PERFORMANCE AT A GREAT VALUE

 ELASTIC CUFF
Snug-fi tting elastic cuff 

offers easy on and
off fl exibility.

MFF-02 RED MFF-03 BLUE MFF-05 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

 SECURE FIT
Anatomically cut thumb

area of palm
provides a snug fi t.

6
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You talked, we listened. Returning to our roots, we completely redesigned the M-Pact® Glove from 
scratch. Offering full-coverage hand protection, the M-Pact® features a new rubberized grip on thumb, 
index finger and palm, and sonic welded molded rubber on knuckles and fingertips. High impact 
PORON® XRD™ in the palm absorbs more shock and vibration associated with repetitive tasks than its 
much thicker, traditional EVA foam counterpart. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT
®

EXTREME PROTECTION FOR THE TOUGH JOBS

 KNUCKLE GUARD
Impact Guard™ 

integrated with TPR knuckle 
and fi nger protection for 

improved dexterity.

IMPACT PALM
A second layer of 

material aids in durability
with PORON® XRD™ for

impact absorption.

MPT-02 RED MPT-51 BLK/Y MPT-52 BLK/RMPT-03 BLUE MPT-58 BLK/GRY

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT
FINGERLESS

IMPACT PALM
A second layer of 

material aids in durability
with PORON® XRD™ for

impact absorption.

 FINGERLESS
DESIGN

Ultimate dexterity for
handling the smallest 

of items.

The M-Pact® Fingerless Glove has been designed to combine the utmost dexerity with knuckle 
protection. Featuring a new sonic welded molded rubber knuckles, and high impact PORON® XRD™ 
in the palm to absorb more shock and vibration associated with repetitive tasks than its much thicker, 
traditional EVA foam counterpart. Imported

MFL-05 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

M / L - X L / X X L

For super protection and an unbelievable fit, try the M-Pact® 2 glove. Anatomically designed with 
advanced features that include tapered stretch side panels that form comfortably between fingers 
and a molded Neoprene cuff for a seamless fit to your wrist. We’ve also covered you by integrating 
impact absorbing molded rubber finger protection and EVA deep ribbed accordion knuckle protection. 
This glove has it all. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT 2
GET TOUGH WITH US

MP2-02 RED MP2-03 BLUE MP2-05 BLACK

 MAX PROTECTION
Complete impact protection
from fi ngertips to wrist area,

with improved grip.

 EXTREME 
KNUCKLE GUARD

Accordion design with
dense EVA foam padding 

reduces impact.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

KNIT NITRILE
GRIP

Micro Finish® nitrile
coated palm provides oil

resistance and grip.

 COMFORT
Seamless 13-gauge 

liner for fl exibility and 
breathability.

ND-05 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S / M - L / X L

The Knit Nitrile glove was designed to provide all-around performance at an unbeatable price. 
A seamless 13-gauge liner is combined with an extended slip on cuff for comfort and breathability.
A soft but durable Micro Finish® nitrile coating on the palm provides oil resistance and gripping 
power under the hood or in the workplace. Imported

7
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From the racetrack to the garage, the MRT® M-Pact® 2 is the next generation of hand protection. 
Combining our integrated Impact Guard™ with a reinvented PORON® XRD™ accordion knuckle, padded 
TPR heel pad, and a heavy duty wrap-around TPR closure into one glove is a feat unmatched by any 
other. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT 2
MRT

MECHANIX RACE TECHNOLOGY

MRT-MP2 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

 PALM PADDING
Padded and reinforced

palm with PORON® XRD™

heel pad for wrenching.

KNUCKLE 
PROTECTION

Impact Guard™ combined 
with PORON® XRD™

accordion knuckle
for extreme protection.

The MRT® 0.5 M-Pact® glove continues the tradition of cutting edge race developed hand protection.  
It offers both high sensitivity and impact protection. A honeycomb exoskeleton integrates with a 
specially designed rubber knuckle ribbing for top-of-hand impact protection. It has a 2-stage palm 
of ultra-feel 0.5mm synthetic leather in the fingers and dual-layer EVA foam palm panels for impact 
resistance. The fingertips and partial palm are overprinted for an ultra grip. This glove has it all.  Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

0.5 M-PACT
MRT

MECHANIX RACE TECHNOLOGY

MRT-P5 BLACK

COMFORT AND
PROTECTION

Revolutionary honeycomb 
exoskeleton adds protection

and structural integrity.

 ULTRA GRIP
Overprinted index, middle

fi nger and palm
for added grip.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

FABRICATOR
 SECURE FIT

Large open cuff with 
hook and loop closure 

for a secure fi t.

FULL LEATHER
100% genuine leather 

durability with heat
resistant panels.

MFG-05 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

Fabricate anything. The 100% genuine leather, heavy-duty Fabricator glove is a must-have for 
fabricators or anyone in need of a sturdy leather glove.  With heat resistant cowhide panels, leather 
reinforced palm and dual-layer knuckle band, the Fabricator glove comfortably handles all the 
punishment you can dish out and then some. Imported

Our Team Issue™ CarbonX® Level 1 glove is constructed with a sturdy CarbonX®-lined genuine leather 
palm. It is backed with a comfortable top layer of fire retardant CarbonX® stretch-knit, shielding your 
entire hand with SFI level 1 protection. The glove’s wide leather cuff with a hook and loop closure 
allows for easy entry and a fit you can trust. Meets or exceeds SFI 3.3/1 specifications. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

LEVEL 1
TEAM ISSUE™

CXG-L1 BLACK

FIRE RETARDANT
Sturdy CarbonX® lined 
genuine leather palm 

backed by a heavy 
CarbonX® top.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

3.3/10

3.3/1

3.3/5

The glove that gave us our name in motorsports returns with Material 4X® strength. Exclusively 
developed for Mechanix Wear®, Material 4X® synthetic leather redefines durability with superior wear, 
higher abrasion, and greater tear resistance. Material 4X® is completely machine washable, making this 
glove as practical as it is popular. With the same fit and feel of our Original® glove, Material 4X® proves 
that a good thing can just keep getting better. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

ORIGINAL®

MG4X-75 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

DURABILITY
High abrasion 

Material 4X® resists 
puncture and tearing 
better than leather.

ORIGINAL SPECIALTY LINE

FIT
Moisture-wicking 

TrekDry® stretches to 
your hand for a snug fi t.

8
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From the racetrack to the garage, the MRT® M-Pact® 2 is the next generation of hand protection. 
Combining our integrated Impact Guard™ with a reinvented PORON® XRD™ accordion knuckle, padded 
TPR heel pad, and a heavy duty wrap-around TPR closure into one glove is a feat unmatched by any 
other. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT 2
MRT

MECHANIX RACE TECHNOLOGY

MRT-MP2 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

 PALM PADDING
Padded and reinforced

palm with PORON® XRD™

heel pad for wrenching.

KNUCKLE 
PROTECTION

Impact Guard™ combined 
with PORON® XRD™

accordion knuckle
for extreme protection.

Constructed with a sturdy CarbonX® lined genuine leather palm and backed with two top layers of
fire-retardant CarbonX® stretch-knit, shielding your entire hand with SFI Level 5 protection. The 
more intense the conditions, the more protection needed so we incorporated a high-density accordion 
knuckle to shield against hazardous impacts. The wide leather cuff with hook and loop closure allows 
for easy entry and a fit you can trust. Meets or exceeds SFI 3.3/5 specifications. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

LEVEL 5
TEAM ISSUE™

CXG-L5 BLACK

 FIRE RETARDANT
CarbonX® lined genuine leather 

palm with two top layers 
of heavy CarbonX®.  

SFI rating 3.3/5.

3.3/10

3.3/1

3.3/5

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

ARC 22.2ARC 41.4

ARC 41.8ARC 47.6

Shield your hands during safety, rescue and fueling operations and be prepared for anything on 
race day. Constructed with a sturdy CarbonX® lined genuine leather palm and backed with three top 
layers of fire-retardant CarbonX® stretch-knit, shielding your hands with Level 10 protection. The 
high-density accordion knuckle protects during extreme situations while the elastic cuff holds the 
glove securely in place. Meets or exceeds SFI 3.3/10 specifications. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

LEVEL 10
TEAM ISSUE™

FIRE RETARDANT
CarbonX® lined 

genuine leather palm 
and three top layers 

of CarbonX®. SFI
rating 3.3/10.

3.3/10

3.3/1

3.3/5

CXG-L10 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

ARC 22.2ARC 41.4

ARC 41.8ARC 47.6

Exclusively developed for Mechanix Wear®, Material 4X® synthetic leather redefines durability with 
superior wear, higher abrasion, and greater tear resistance. Light, flexible TPR creates an exoskeleton 
protecting your fingers, knuckles, and metacarpals from common impact and abrasion injuries. 
Encased impact absorbing PORON® XRD™ cushioning in the palm relieves hand fatigue associated 
with high impact tools and heavy lifting. When the going gets rough, reach for the M-Pact® with 
Material 4X® durability to get the job done. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT®

MP4X-75 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

 MATERIAL 4X®

High abrasion 
Material 4X® lasts 

four-times longer than 
other synthetics.

 IMPACT PROTECTION
Impact Guard™ integrated 

with TPR knuckle and
finger impact protection.

The glove that gave us our name in motorsports returns with Material 4X® strength. Exclusively 
developed for Mechanix Wear®, Material 4X® synthetic leather redefines durability with superior wear, 
higher abrasion, and greater tear resistance. Material 4X® is completely machine washable, making this 
glove as practical as it is popular. With the same fit and feel of our Original® glove, Material 4X® proves 
that a good thing can just keep getting better. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

ORIGINAL®

MG4X-75 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

DURABILITY
High abrasion 

Material 4X® resists 
puncture and tearing 
better than leather.

ORIGINAL SPECIALTY LINE

FIT
Moisture-wicking 

TrekDry® stretches to 
your hand for a snug fi t.

9
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The Safety FastFit® glove is made using ANSI-107 compliant reflective and fluorescent materials to 
make you more conspicuous in hazardous working environments. High-visibility, moisture wicking 
TrekDry® material wraps the top of your hand and 3M® reflective ink provides luminance. Synthetic 
leather wraps your thumb and safeguards your palm for improved wear when handling tools, while the 
elastic cuff provides a secure, second-skin fit with easy on/off flexibility. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

FASTFIT
SAFETY HI-VIZ

SFF-91 HI-VIZ YELLOW

 SECURE FIT
Anatomically cut thumb

provides snug fi t.

 REFLECTIVE
3M® refl ective strip panel

across top of hand for 
added visibility.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X LSFF-99 HI-VIZ ORANGE

SOLUtiONS fOR chALLENGiNG wORkpLAcES

Working professionals demand different levels of protection over a 

wide range of applications.  These types of environments require 

special solutions that address their needs.  Improvements to fit, 

feel, and functionality maximize individual safety and productivity 

in hazardous environments. Mechanix Wear Safety Gloves were 

developed to protect the individual in the constantly evolving work 

environment and reduce the financial burden of hand injuries.

10
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The Safety Original glove is made using ANSI-107 compliant reflective and fluorescent materials to 
make you more conspicuous in hazardous working environments. High-visibility, moisture wicking 
TrekDry® material forms to the top of your hand and 3M® reflective ink provides luminance. Visible 
hands are safe hands so we used a bright, Day-Glow, Color-Fast synthetic leather palm for added range 
of vision in hazardous environments. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

ORIGINAL
SAFETY HI-VIZ

SMG-91 HI-VIZ YELLOW SMG-99 HI-VIZ ORANGE

 REFLECTIVE
3M® Scotchlite™ refl ective

ink for high visibility.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

 SEAMLESS PALM
Single layer Day-Glow

colored palm for
comfort, fi t and visibility.

Utilizing ANSI-107 compliant materials, the Safety M-Pact® glove provides high-visibility impact 
protection for hazardous working environments. Fluorescent, moisture wicking TrekDry® material 
wraps the top of your hand and 3M® reflective ink provides luminance.  When the going gets rough, 
sonic welded molded rubber extends from your knuckles to your fingertips for critical pinch point and 
impact protection. The high-visibility palm features Armortex® grip panels for control and high impact 
PORON® XRD™ palm padding for comfort and relief day in and day out. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT
SAFETY HI-VIZ

SMP-91 HI-VIZ YELLOW SMP-99 HI-VIZ ORANGE

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

 PINCH POINT
PROTECTION

Molded TPR extends 
from knuckle guard 

to fi ngertips.

IMPACT PALM
Armortex® aids in 

durability with 
PORON® XRD™ for 
impact absorption.

For super protection and an unbelievable fit, try the M-Pact® 2 Glove. Anatomically designed with 
advanced features that include tapered stretch side panels that form comfortably between fingers, 
and a molded Neoprene cuff for a seamless fit to your wrist. We’ve also covered you by integrating 
impact absorbing molded rubber finger protection and EVA deep ribbed accordion knuckle protection. 
For added visibilty the glove has high-visibility Day-Glow two-way stretch Spandex and printed 
reflective ink on the knuckle. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT 2
SAFETY HI-VIZ

 MAX PROTECTION
Complete impact protection
from fi ngertips to wrist with 

improved grip areas.

 EXTREME 
KNUCKLE GUARD

Accordion design with
dense EVA foam padding 

reduces impact.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X LSP2-91 HI-VIZ YELLOW

Be prepared for everything. Originally designed for work on oil rigs and platforms, the Safety 
M-Pact® ORHD® is rugged enough to handle the most difficult of tasks. A rubber-molded exoskeleton 
integrates with a Biofoam® padded top and extended cuff for complete protection. Rubber molding extends 
to the fingertips for pinch point protection. The palm is double reinforced with Armortex®  grip panels
and Kevlar® stitching for extra durability and grip in slick conditions. High-visibility reflective material 
is located on the fingertips, wrist and palm. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT ORHD
SAFETY SPECIALTY

SHD-91 HI-VIZ YELLOW

 FULL PALM 
PROTECTION

Armortex® rubberized grip
and synthetic leather palm
with EVA foam palm pad.

 RUGGED 
PROTECTION

Top of hand Biofoam® padding
with integrated rubber

molded exoskeleton extending 
from fi ngertips to wrist.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

11
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piVOtAL pROtEctiON AGAiNSt pUNctURES ANd LAcERAtiONS. Exposure to the significant risk of sharp 

objects can have serious ramifications if hands are left unprotected.  What’s required is a glove that protects the individual 

from these potential hazards without sacrificing fit, feel, and functionality expected of a high performance work glove.  

Mechanix Wear’s proprietary cut resistant material exceeds these demands so the job gets done without downtime and 

expense due to preventable injuries.

12
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To meet the challenge of cut and puncture risks on the job, we created the Mechanix Wear® ArmorCore™ 
Impact Shield Glove. Made in the USA, SAPREX® ArmorCore™, our proprietary cut, puncture and abrasion 
resistant fabric, covers the entire glove to shield the hand inside and out. 4mm PORON® XRD™ foam 
knuckle padding adds impact protection while silicone printing on the fingertips aids with grip, and 
genuine goatskin leather on the palm and thumb serves as secondary shields. Fingertip material wraps 
around the fingers, positioning seams higher up to eliminate bulkiness and seam wear. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

IMPACT SHIELD

CTS-501 NATURAL

PALM PROTECTION
A second layer of leather and 
solvent free silicone dots on
top of our cut and puncture 
resistant fabric increases 

protection and grip.

CUT RESISTANT
ArmorCore™ cut resistant 
fabric shields the hand, 

while PORON® XRD™ knuckle 
padding and TPR bumpers 
provide impact protection.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

Designed to make cut and puncture protection available to a variety of users, the Mechanix Wear® 
ArmorCore™ Utility Glove features SAPREX® ArmorCore™, puncture and abrasion resistant fabric, on the 
palm and fingers. The fabric wraps around the fingers, eliminating bulky seams and reducing seam wear. 
EVA foam padding with breathable, two-way stretch spandex covers the top of the hand and extends up the 
length of each finger for extra protection. Light palm padding offers a comfortable and secure grip. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

UTILITY
EXTRA GRIP

Strategically placed silicone 
dots situated on top of our cut 
and puncture resistant fabric 

provide extra grip.

CUT RESISTANT
ArmorCore™ fabric 

meets ASTM/CE Level 5
 standards for cut and 
puncture resistance.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X LCFF-505 BLACK/NATURAL

For use by fire, safety and rescue professionals, this super-duty glove represents the ultimate combination 
of advanced protective technology and highest quality materials. SAPREX® ArmorCore™, our proprietary 
cut, puncture and abrasion resistant fabric, lines the palm side of the glove and is reinforced with genuine 
leather in high wear and gripping areas. The top of the hand is protected by a Kevlar® outer shell as well 
as TPR knuckle and full-length finger protection. Combined with reflective materials throughout the top of 
hand and fingertips, this glove has it all.  Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

EXTRICATION

EXT-505 BLACK

CUT RESISTANT
ArmorCore™ fabric

meets or exceeds ASTM/CE 
Level 5 for cut and 

puncture resistance.

 IMPACT GUARD
Molded hard knuckle TPR
and fi nger guards protect

against impacts.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

EXTRICATION

EXT-75 BLACK

DURABLE
Premium leather 

with Kevlar®

reinforcement panels.

 IMPACT GUARD
TPR knuckle and

fl exible fi nger guards protect 
against impacts.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

LEATHER

Fire, safety and rescue professionals all can use the protection offered by the Leather Extrication 
glove. Premium leather protects the palm and fingers while reinforced Kevlar® panels add grip and 
puncture resistance. The top of the hand is protected by a Kevlar® outer shell as well as TPR knuckle 
and finger protection. An elastic gaiter cuff keeps debris out, making this glove versatile enough for 
everything from extrication to overhaul. Imported

13
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The brisk cold air makes even the simplest tasks more burdensome. The Thermal Knit glove comes in 
handy on cold days with its one-of-a-kind MicroFinish® palm coating for superior grip, flexibility and 
waterproof protection. The heavyweight knit shell with extended cuff offers breathable warmth when 
the temperature drops. From grabbing firewood to changing oil or anything inbetween, our new Thermal 
Knit glove provides a superior defense against whatever your hands encounter. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

THERMAL KNIT
COLD WEATHER

 HEAVYWEIGHT KNIT
Extended knit cuff keeps

glove secure for use
under jacket sleeve.

 WATERPROOF PALM
MicroFinish® coating

provides a dry fi rm grip.

MCW-KD BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

M / L - X L / X X L

Tools for
cold
weaTher

dON’t SAcRificE iN thE cOLd. Whether they are shoveling the 

season’s first snow or at the job site when they would rather be inside, 

Mechanix Wear® Cold Weather Gloves insulate them from the elements 

and keep them going. They provide the protection and offer the performance 

required when the temperature drops but there is still work to be done.

14
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The brisk cold air makes even the simplest tasks more burdensome. The Thermal Knit glove comes in 
handy on cold days with its one-of-a-kind MicroFinish® palm coating for superior grip, flexibility and 
waterproof protection. The heavyweight knit shell with extended cuff offers breathable warmth when 
the temperature drops. From grabbing firewood to changing oil or anything inbetween, our new Thermal 
Knit glove provides a superior defense against whatever your hands encounter. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

THERMAL KNIT
COLD WEATHER

 HEAVYWEIGHT KNIT
Extended knit cuff keeps

glove secure for use
under jacket sleeve.

 WATERPROOF PALM
MicroFinish® coating

provides a dry fi rm grip.

MCW-KD BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

M / L - X L / X X L

When the breeze picks up and the temperature dips below 40º Fahrenheit, reach for a pair of our Wind 
Resistant gloves. Designed to ward off the elements, this glove uses a combination of comfortable 
heavyweight fleece, wind resistant lining, and a super-snug fit to create an impenetrable barrier 
between your hands and the bitter cold. Strategically placed grip panels and water resistant palm 
make this an essential glove for cold and damp conditions. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

WIND RESISTANT
COLD WEATHER

 WIND RESISTANT
Heavyweight fl eece top

and wind resistant barrier.

 GRIP 
Rubberized, high grip,
water repellent palm.

MCW-WR BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

When it’s cold out, you can count on our Fleece Utility to keep your hands toasty. A complete fleece 
outer shell protects your hands from the brisk air, while rubberized panels on your fingertips and palm 
provide durable gripping power in damp conditions. This glove is perfect to have on hand for a variety 
of tasks when the temperature drops. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

FLEECE UTILITY
COLD WEATHER

FLEECE
Lightweight fl eece top

for warmth.

GRIP PALM
Rubberized fi ngertips

and palm for grip
and longevity.

MCW-UF BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

Cold hands make it difficult to concentrate on just about anything.  With a full nylon shell, wind resistant 
lining and rubberized water resistant palm, our Winter Armor glove provides protection against the 
elements so you can focus on the job at hand.  Additional features include EVA foam knuckle protection 
that extends through the index and middle finger, and a hook and loop closure to lock in warmth and 
keep the elements out. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

WINTER ARMOR
COLD WEATHER

 DURABLE WARMTH
Nylon shell for cold

conditions with EVA foam
impact protection.

 RUBBERIZED GRIP
Reinforced fi ngertips
 and palm for durable

gripping power.

MCW-WA BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

There’s cold and then there’s extreme cold. When you need a glove that protects beyond sub-zero 
temps, reach for the Polar Pro. A heavy duty TPR knuckle reduces hazardous impacts without 
compromising flexibility. Crafted with genuine leather, a nylon exterior, 100g 3M® Thinsulate™ and a 
Hypora® waterproof liner, this glove is built for the kind of work that make other gloves shudder. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

POLAR PRO
COMMERCIAL GRADE

MCW-PP BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

 GUANTLET CUFF
Extended cuff and fl exible

TPR knuckle shield
the top of the hand.

 LEATHER PALM
Genuine leather palm with 

reinforced fi nger and
thumb panels.WITH

GENUINE 
LEATHER

Tools for
cold
weaTher

15
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The Original® glove revolutionized the hand protection industry with its versatile design and has 
faithfully served its users ever since. Durable synthetic leather extends the life of the glove and two-way 
stretch Spandex forms to the top of your hand for a second-skin fit.  The Original® provides unmatched 
fit, feel and functionality so you can focus on what lies down range. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

ORIGINAL®
THE

MG-55 COVERT MG-71 WOODLAND CAMO

MRT-MG-2A

Same as MRT-MG-2, with following changes:

Sublimated M Span:
Match current “woodland
camo” spandex, but on
M Span. Color is
extemely important

Black Q-Span

100% MWX-2
construction
throughout

Black E-Band

Brown thread:
Replace red stitching
on �ngers and thumb
with brown thread matching
tan color (close to
Pantone TC 17-1028)

Brown poly spandex:
Match brown portion of
woodland camo spandex,
or Pantone TC 19-1020

Brown poly
spandex in

fourchettes:
Same color

as above

Brown , tan & black TPR:
Review artwork for color
instructions

Tan & black woven:
Review artwork for color
instructions

MG-72 COYOTE

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

FIT
Two-way stretch 

Spandex top provides 
a second-skin fi t.

SEAMLESS PALM
Single layer seamless 
palm for maximum fi t

and feel.

The risks of their job is like no other and their toolbox 

seems much different. However, the need for hand 

protection is real. They make performance work 

gloves part of their uniform when lives are on the 

line. Knowing when orders come down, their 

performance work gloves will be on duty.

16
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The mighty M-Pact® 3 provides heavy-duty protection for military professionals operating heavy 
weaponry. The all-new form-fitting Kevlar® split-knuckle shields your hands and disperses damaging 
blows to your hands. For improved dexterity, we left your trigger finger unobstructed and applied 
TPR finger guards to safeguard your digits. A complete rubberized grip design protects your thumb, 
fingertips and palm against abrasion and improves gripping power for heavy-duty operations. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT 3

MP3-05 BLACK

 ULTRA KNUCKLE 
PROTECTION
Molded Kevlar®

split-knuckle shell
 shields impacts for 
extreme protection.

 IMPROVED GRIP
Rubberized grip panels on 
thumb, fi ngertip and palm 

improve control.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

Law enforcement and service members trust the M-Pact® glove.  Molded rubber is flexible protection 
against common blunt force injuries and abrasions.  The uniquely designed Impact Guard™ frees your 
index finger for smooth trigger guard entry.  Armortex® grip panels on the thumb, index finger, and 
palm increase mileage and gripping power for intricate tasks. High impact PORON® XRD™ cushioning 
in the palm provides relief when you’re fully engaged so you can maintain your focus. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT
®

MPT-55 COVERT MPT-71 WOODLAND CAMO MPT-72 COYOTE

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

 KNUCKLE GUARD
Impact Guard™ frees 
your index fi nger and 

molded rubber 
disperses impacts.

PADDED PALM
Armortex® aids in 

durability with 
PORON® XRD™ for 
impact absorption.

Beat the heat wherever your mission takes you. Extremely hot or humid conditions can cause sweaty 
hands, leading to loss of valuable control. Don’t let the heat get to you with The Original® Vent glove.  
It’s designed to perform in the hottest weather and minimize heat build-up with a breathable mesh top 
and fully perforated synthetic leather palm. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

MGV-55 COVERT

FULL VENTILATION
Fully perforated palm

keeps hands cool.

TOP VENTILATION
Mesh top lets air in
for breathability.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

VENT
THE ORIGINAL®

Service members understand the importance of having the right tools for the mission. The M-Pact® 2 
absorbs punishment with a flexible accordion knuckle and molded rubber finger guards that create a 
barrier between your hands and the elements. For easy trigger access and equipment handling, we left 
your index finger unobstructed for maximum dexterity. High wear areas of the palm are reinforced and 
padded for durable comfort in the field and a molded Neoprene cuff for a seamless fit.  Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT
® 

2

MP2-55 COVERT

EXTREME 
KNUCKLE GUARD

Accordion design with
dense EVA foam padding

and fi ngers reduces impact.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

MAX PROTECTION
Complete impact protection
from fi ngertips to wrist area,

with improved grip.

17
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The Original® glove revolutionized the hand protection industry with its versatile design and has 
faithfully served its users ever since. Durable synthetic leather extends the life of the glove and 
two-way stretch Spandex forms to the top of your hand for a second-skin fit. The Original® provides 
unmatched fit, feel and functionality so you can focus on what lies down range.  Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

ORIGINAL®
THE

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X LMG-F55 BLACK

ANTI-STATIC
SPANDEX

FIT
Two-way stretch

Spandex top provides
a second-skin fi t.

SEAMLESS PALM
Seamless single layer 
palm for maximum fi t 

and feel.

MG-F72 COYOTE

Light and dexterous, the FastFit® provides service members with an unbelievable fit with easy on 
and off flexibility. An anatomically cut palm and stretch spandex top create a second-skin fit for 
maximum control in the field. The snug-fitting elastic cuff provides a secure fit so you can focus on 
what’s down range.  Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

FASTFIT 
®

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X LMFF-F55 BLACK

ANTI-STATIC
SPANDEX

 ELASTIC CUFF
Snug-fi tting cuff with 

easy on and off 
fl exibility.

 SECURE FIT
Anatomically cut thumb
area of palm provides

an exceptional fi t.

When you’re in the business of serving the public and managing risk, the M-Pact® has consistently proven 
superior ability to perform in the field.  Anatomically designed impact protection safeguards your hands 
from damaging blows, while strategically placed EVA palm padding reduces hand stress.  Rubberized grip 
on your thumb and index finger provide extra grip and longevity against premature wear from trigger use 
and loading ammunition. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT
®

IMPACT PROTECTION
Molded rubber design 

disperses damaging blows.

IMPACT PALM
Anatomically shaped EVA 

palm padding reduces 
hand fatigue.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X LMP-F55 BLACK

ANTI-STATIC
SPANDEX

When your job is to serve the 

public and maintain their trust, 

our specialized line of TAA 

compliant gloves achieves both 

results. At Mechanix Wear, we 

strive to help meet the needs of 

our most discerning glove users.

TAA Compliant Product

Built with Anti-Static Spandex

Cordura loop on palm side of 
cuff for easy attachment 
to personnel or uniform

Manufactured in a Trade Acts
Agreement compliant country

C O M P L I A N T
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The Original® glove revolutionized the hand protection industry with its versatile design and has 
faithfully served its users ever since. Durable synthetic leather extends the life of the glove and 
two-way stretch Spandex forms to the top of your hand for a second-skin fit. The Original® provides 
unmatched fit, feel and functionality so you can focus on what lies down range.  Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

ORIGINAL®
THE

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X LMG-F55 BLACK

ANTI-STATIC
SPANDEX

FIT
Two-way stretch

Spandex top provides
a second-skin fi t.

SEAMLESS PALM
Seamless single layer 
palm for maximum fi t 

and feel.

MG-F72 COYOTE

Light and dexterous, the FastFit® provides service members with an unbelievable fit with easy on 
and off flexibility. An anatomically cut palm and stretch spandex top create a second-skin fit for 
maximum control in the field. The snug-fitting elastic cuff provides a secure fit so you can focus on 
what’s down range.  Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

FASTFIT 
®

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X LMFF-F55 BLACK

ANTI-STATIC
SPANDEX

 ELASTIC CUFF
Snug-fi tting cuff with 

easy on and off 
fl exibility.

 SECURE FIT
Anatomically cut thumb
area of palm provides

an exceptional fi t.

When you’re in the business of serving the public and managing risk, the M-Pact® has consistently proven 
superior ability to perform in the field.  Anatomically designed impact protection safeguards your hands 
from damaging blows, while strategically placed EVA palm padding reduces hand stress.  Rubberized grip 
on your thumb and index finger provide extra grip and longevity against premature wear from trigger use 
and loading ammunition. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT
®

IMPACT PROTECTION
Molded rubber design 

disperses damaging blows.

IMPACT PALM
Anatomically shaped EVA 

palm padding reduces 
hand fatigue.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X LMP-F55 BLACK

ANTI-STATIC
SPANDEX

This highly specialized glove has proven time and time again to protect soldiers from blunt force impacts 
in the field without sacrificing valuable dexterity.  Form-fitting Kevlar® molded knuckles and TPR finger 
protection disperses damaging blows to your hand so you can focus on the mission.  The palm is fully 
padded and fingertips are reinforced for comfort and durability in the field. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT
® 

3
 REINFORCED PALM

Palm padding and
reinforced fi ngertips

reduce wear and
increase protection.

KNUCKLE GUARD
Molded Kevlar® knuckle 
disperses impacts for 
extreme protection.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X LMP3-F55 BLACK

ANTI-STATIC
SPANDEX

Managing risk also means avoiding unnecessary risks. The M-Pact® 2 absorbs punishment with a flexible 
accordion knuckle and molded rubber finger guards. For easy trigger access and equipment handling, we 
left your index finger free for maximum dexterity. High wear areas of the palm are reinforced and padded 
for durable comfort in the field and a molded Neoprene cuff for a seamless fit. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT
® 

2

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X LMP2-F55 BLACK

ANTI-STATIC
SPANDEX

 IMPACT PALM
Padded and reinforced for 

complete impact protection
and gripping power.

 KNUCKLE GUARD
Accordion knuckle with dense 

EVA foam padding
reduces impact.
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BLENdiNG with thE ELEMENtS. It’s always the season to be outdoors and hand protection 

doesn’t need stay at home. Your adventures are activities with unpredictable outcomes. They fill 

your toolbox with hunting, fishing and camping equipment. Your hands deserve the same proven 

fit, feel, and functionality experienced in the garage, so blend in with the elements while adding 

performance and protection to your hands. Let Mechanix Wear® safely guide you afield.
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Blend with the elements and add performance to your hands. Continuous stretch panels between 
your fingers provide a snug fit and the elastic cuff offers easy on and off flexibility. Synthetic leather 
wraps the palm, extending to your thumb, providing increased protection and durability when handling 
outdoor equipment. Moisture-wicking TrekDry® material with Mossy Oak® Break-Up® Infinity™ 
camouflage keeps your hands cool, dry and comfortable on the wild land. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

FASTFIT 
®

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X LMFF-730 MOSSY OAK

 SECURE FIT
Anatomically cut

thumb provides an
exceptional fi t.

 ELASTIC CUFF
Snug-fi tting cuff keeps 

glove secure while
offering easy on and

off fl exibility.

MOSSY OAK®

Preparedness is the key to survival. The Mossy Oak® Original glove utilizes synthetic leather in the 
palm and fingertips, extending the life of the glove while providing optimum dexterity when trudging 
through the wild land. Moisture-wicking TrekDry® material with Mossy Oak® Break-Up® Infinity™ 
camouflage helps keep your hands cool, dry and comfortable. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

ORIGINAL®
MOSSY OAK®

MG-730 MOSSY OAK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

FIT
Moisture-wicking 

TrekDry® forms to your 
hand for a snug fi t.

SEAMLESS PALM
Seamless single layer 

palm for maximum feel 
and dexterity.
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Versatile and durable, our CG Utility glove handles a wide variety of tasks on the job site. Genuine 
leather safeguards your fingertips, thumb and palm against abrasive materials for long lasting 
performance. And when the sun is high, we added TrekDry® moisture wicking material to help keep 
your hands cool, dry and comfortable. With a wide-opening elastic cuff for easy on/off performance 
between jobs, we guarantee this is a glove you’ll be reaching for over and over again.  Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

UTILITY
COMMERCIAL GRADE

CG15-75 BLACK

DURABILITY
Leather reinforced
fi ngertips, thumb

and palm.

EASY ENTRY
Wide-opening elastic

cuff for easy on and off.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

WITH

GENUINE 
LEATHER

Residential or commercial, as a tradesman you understand how important your hands are to complete 
your work. The Framer’s fingerless design frees your thumb, index and middle finger so you can handle 
your arsenal of tools with precision and control. Light, flexible knuckle protection and genuine leather 
reinforcement panels shield your hands against unnecessary impacts and abrasions. Your palm is 
protected by impact-absorbing PORON® XRD™ foam encased in a durable shell and securely fastened 
by our low profile Wide-Fit™ cuff. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

FRAMER
COMMERCIAL GRADE

CG27-75 BLACK

FINGERLESS DESIGN
Ultimate dexterity for

handling nails and
other small items.

PADDED PALM
Impact-absorbing 

PORON® XRD™ palm 
padding for comfort.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

WITH

GENUINE 
LEATHER

thE jOBSitE chANGES BUt thEiR jOB dOESN’t, and neither do the 

tools in their toolboxes. Skilled trade professionals only choose quality tools to 

get the job done, and when it comes to hand protection, Mechanix Wear® is that 

choice. When the job stretches from days to weeks they demand tools that last, 

and hand protection is as important to them as any other tool in their toolbox. 

True professionals need commercial grade performance work gloves.
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Versatile and durable, our CG Utility glove handles a wide variety of tasks on the job site. Genuine 
leather safeguards your fingertips, thumb and palm against abrasive materials for long lasting 
performance. And when the sun is high, we added TrekDry® moisture wicking material to help keep 
your hands cool, dry and comfortable. With a wide-opening elastic cuff for easy on/off performance 
between jobs, we guarantee this is a glove you’ll be reaching for over and over again.  Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

UTILITY
COMMERCIAL GRADE

CG15-75 BLACK

DURABILITY
Leather reinforced
fi ngertips, thumb

and palm.

EASY ENTRY
Wide-opening elastic

cuff for easy on and off.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

WITH

GENUINE 
LEATHER

Get serious about protecting your hands against impact, abrasion and hand fatigue with our 
CG Padded Palm glove. Tackle the toughest jobs with genuine leather durability and impact absorbing 
protection. We encased impact-absorbing PORON® XRD™ cushioning in the palm to relieve hand 
fatigue associated with high impact tools and prolonged stress. Top it off with our Wide-Fit™ cuff and 
TrekDry® moisture wicking top, and you have a comfortable glove built to stand the test of time.  Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

PADDED PALM
COMMERCIAL GRADE

CG25-75 BLACK

PADDED PALM
Impact-absorbing 

PORON® XRD™ palm 
padding for comfort.

DURABILITY
Leather reinforced

fi ngertips and thumb for
added durability.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

WITH

GENUINE 
LEATHER

Residential or commercial, as a tradesman you understand how important your hands are to complete 
your work. The Framer’s fingerless design frees your thumb, index and middle finger so you can handle 
your arsenal of tools with precision and control. Light, flexible knuckle protection and genuine leather 
reinforcement panels shield your hands against unnecessary impacts and abrasions. Your palm is 
protected by impact-absorbing PORON® XRD™ foam encased in a durable shell and securely fastened 
by our low profile Wide-Fit™ cuff. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

FRAMER
COMMERCIAL GRADE

CG27-75 BLACK

FINGERLESS DESIGN
Ultimate dexterity for

handling nails and
other small items.

PADDED PALM
Impact-absorbing 

PORON® XRD™ palm 
padding for comfort.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

WITH

GENUINE 
LEATHER

Safeguard your hands with genuine leather durability and flexible impact protection. The most abused 
areas of the palm are reinforced with durable leather panels anatomically shaped to your hand. We 
encased impact-absorbing PORON® XRD™ cushioning in the palm to relieve hand fatigue associated 
with high impact tools and heavy lifting. Light, flexible TPR creates an exoskeleton protecting your 
fingers, knuckles and metacarpals from impact and abrasion. Cinch down the Wide-Fit™ cuff for an 
unbelievable fit that keeps you working comfortably throughout the day. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

IMPACT PRO
COMMERCIAL GRADE

CG30-75 BLACK

IMPACT PALM
Leather reinforced palm

with PORON® XRD™

palm padding.

IMPACT PROTECTION
Molded rubber impact

protection safeguards the
top of your hand. 

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

WITH

GENUINE 
LEATHER
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AVA IL ABLE COLORS

FULL LEATHER
COMMERCIAL GRADE

CG50-75 BLACK

IMPACT PROTECTION
Full leather top of hand

with molded rubber
impact protection. 

FULL LEATHER PALM
Genuine leather palm with 

dual layer fi ngertips
and thumb offer

ultimate durability.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

WITH

GENUINE 
LEATHER

Derived from our CG Heavy Duty glove, the CG Full Leather provides working hands with full leather 
protection against impact, abrasion and hand fatigue. The durable genuine leather palm features 
multi-zone padding for comfort, and leather reinforced fingertips for added durability. Flexible TPR 
impact protection disperses damaging blows to the top of your hand and the low profile wrist closure 
provides full range of motion. Imported

Introducing your new favorite pair of leather work gloves. The CG Heavy Duty glove is your first line of 
defense against impact, abrasion and hand fatigue. The durable genuine leather palm features multi-
zone padding for comfort and leather reinforced fingertips for added durability. Flexible TPR impact 
protection disperses damaging blows to the top of your hand while two-way stretch Spandex lets the 
cool air in when the heat is on.  Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

HEAVY DUTY
COMMERCIAL GRADE

CG40-75 BLACK

IMPACT PROTECTION
Anatomically molded impact 

guard on form-fi tting
stretch Spandex.

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

WITH

GENUINE 
LEATHER

FULL LEATHER PALM
Genuine leather palm with 

dual layer fi ngertips
and thumb offer

ultimate durability.

fROM SMALL pROjEctS tO LARGE pROjEctS, 

there is one thing in common, a toolbox. You know that Monday 

comes around all too soon and you can’t show the wear from the 

weekend. Whether you have gloves on your list or remember to get 

them on your frequent supply runs, our performance work gloves 

provide hand protection for all your projects at home.
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The Padded Palm glove is great for fighting fatigue during a long day of work. With padding on the top and palm 
of the glove and high density EVA foam palm padding, it offers complete comfort and protection against impact 
and abrasion. Breathable mesh cuff and TrekDry® top panels wick away moisture. Double stitch construction 
on the palm secures the contoured dual-thickness palm padding.  Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

PADDED PALM

H25-05 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

KNUCKLE PROTECTION
Lightly padded knuckle

and index fi nger
absorbs impacts.

PADDED PALM
Anatomically designed 
palm padding reduces 

hand fatigue associated 
with tools.

This is the perfect Mechanix Wear® glove to have on hand for a variety of jobs around the home. 
Moisture-wicking TrekDry® forms to the top of your hand for an improved fit and feel. Durable synthetic 
leather protects the palm and the low-profile hook and loop closure provides a secure fit at an 
affordable price. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

UTILITY

H15-05 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

MOISTURE WICKING
Moisture wicking TrekDry®

top of hand and
fi nger panels.

SECURE FIT
Anatomically cut thumb 
area of palm provides an 

exceptional fi t.

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

IMPACT PRO

H30-05 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - X X L

IMPACT PROTECTION
Impact Guard™ index 
fi nger combined with
molded TPR for more 
dexterity when using

hand tools.

IMPACT PALM
Anatomically shaped 
padding for comfort 

and protection.

The Impact Pro glove offers serious protection when you need it most. Rubber molded panels run along the 
fingers, protecting against impact and abrasion. Reinforced rubberized fingertips increase protection in 
high wear zones. The new breathable mesh cuff was designed to easily pull the glove on and provide full 
range of motion. Anatomically shaped palm padding improves durability and reduces hand fatigue when 
tackling your endless to-do list. Imported
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fOR whAtEVER thE dAY BRiNGS. 

Today’s woman needs practical and

long-lasting solutions that she can

depend on without sacrificing style,

detail and quality. So much more

than typical work gloves, Mechanix 

Wear® gloves specifically fit the 

contours of a woman’s hands for 

maximum comfort and functionality 

while still maintaining femininity.
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A woman’s work is never done, so we designed our Womens M-Pact® glove to help you accomplish the 
toughest tasks on your never-ending list of to-do’s. Specifically built to fit the contours of a woman’s 
hand, the M-Pact® features a supple yet protective molded rubber top and high impact PORON® XRD™ 
palm padding to reduce impact, abrasion and vibration injuries. A rubberized thumb, index finger and 
palm, teamed with our second-skin fit, will provide your hands with the level of precision and control 
you deserve. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

M-PACT
®

MPT-08 GREY

 IMPACT PROTECTION
Impact Guard™ integrated

with molded rubber knuckle
and fi nger protection.

 IMPACT PALM
A layer of additional grip 
and PORON® XRD™ palm
padding absorb impact.

WOMENS

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - L

Introducing your new favorite pair of leather work gloves. Specifically built to fit the contours of a 
woman’s hand, the CG Heavy Duty glove is your first line of defense against impact, abrasion and 
hand fatigue. The durable genuine leather palm features multi-zone padding for comfort and leather 
reinforced fingertips for added durability. Flexible TPR impact protection disperses damaging blows to 
the top of your hand while moisture-wicking TrekDry® keeps your hands cool. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

HEAVY DUTY
WOMENS COMMERCIAL GRADE

CG40-75 BLACK

IMPACT PROTECTION
Anatomically molded 

impact guard on form-
fi tting TrekDry®. 

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - L

WITH

GENUINE 
LEATHER

FULL LEATHER PALM
All leather palm and dual 
layer fi ngertips and thumb 
offer ultimate durability.

Designed exclusively for a woman’s hand, the FastFit® is the perfect tool for all purpose work. 
Continuous stretch panels between fingers provide a snug fit and the elastic cuff offers easy on and 
off flexibility. Synthetic leather wraps from the palm around to the thumb and index finger, providing 
increased protection and better wear. Hands stay cool, dry and comfortable with moisture-wicking 
TrekDry® material around the wrist, thumb and fingers. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

FASTFIT
®

POWERFUL PERFORMANCE AT A GREAT VALUE

 ELASTIC CUFF
Snug-fi tting cuff 

keeps glove in place 
while offering easy on 

and off fl exibility.

MFF-05 BLACK

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - L

 SECURE FIT
Anatomically cut thumb
area of palm provides

an exceptional fi t.

WOMENS

Designed and engineered exclusively for a woman’s smaller hand, The Original® Glove gives you a 
super-firm grip by using a durable synthetic leather palm. We then add comfort and ventilation by 
incorporating a two-way stretch Spandex top and stretch panels between the fingers. Top it off with 
a low profile hook and loop closure perfect for all-around use. Imported

AVA IL ABLE COLORS

WOMENS
THE ORIGINAL®

MG-05 BLACK MG-72 CAMO

AVA IL ABLE S IZES

S - L

FIT
Form-fi tting stretch 
Spandex specifi cally 

designed for a
woman’s hand.

ADJUSTABLE CLOSURE
Wrap-around rubber molded 
wrist closure forms better 
to wrist for a secure fi t.
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it seems like yesterday that we started selling our gloves to professional race teams. 

20 years later, many different toolboxes define our largest markets. the usefulness 

and functionality of high performance work gloves continue to provide opportunities 

for growth for mechanix Wear.®  With each new market, the mechanix Wear® brand 

transcends its racing heritage and cements its place as the innovative leader of the high 

performance work glove revolution.

outdoor

it seems like it was just yesterday when we started building specialized hand protection 

for professional race teams. 20 years later, millions of hard working hands in numerous 

industries have adopted mechanix Wear® gloves. maximizing individual safety and 

productivity has lead to the development of the highest quality work gloves delivering 

superior fit, feel, and functionality to your hands. from material 4x® durability to 

armorcore™ cut resistance, our mission is to look beyond conventional ideas and continually 

innovate high performance materials so you can work faster, safer, and cleaner. With each 

new market, the mechanix Wear® brand transcends its racing heritage and cements its 

place as the innovative leader of the high performance work glove revolution. 

everyone wiTh a Toolbox is a glove cusTomer.
miLiTAry / TAcTicAL

consTrucTion

AuTomoTive
hArdwAre

moTorsporTs

emerGency services

ouTdoor

recreATion

proFessionAL TooL

indusTriAL sAFeT y

L Aw enForcemenT

GArden
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whaT’s in your Toolbox? professionals and enthusiasts agree – the right tools get the 

job done. period.  Whether you’re an auto mechanic, construction worker, electrician, plumber, heavy 

equipment operator, law enforcement officer, or a service member with the armed forces – there’s a pair 

of mechanix Wear® gloves designed for you.  the workplace is evolving but the tools remain unchanged.  

Wherever you find a toolbox, you will find a pair of mechanix gloves close by. 

* p r o jec t ion based on U . S . depar t men t o f commer ce 2 0 0 2 Economic census
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* Published by Joyce Julius and Associates, Inc. 2008*

75 MiLLiON fANS ANd GROwiNG.**

nascar® has 75 million fans!** that’s one-third of the entire u.s. adult 

population. How can you pass up an opportunity like that? in addition to 

television, we reach these fans with over 1,800 thirty-second radio spots 

on top rated sirius® and xm satellite® radio stations, including fox news, 

espn radio and nascar® radio. by going out of this world with satellite 

radio, we reach more than just race fans; we reach the general consumer 

market as well. . . eXposuRe

296 MiLLiON ANNUAL iMpRESSiONS.*** 

it’s all in the print. We advertise in over 50 national publications, putting the 

mechanix Wear® brand in front of millions of potential customers. Our constant 

presence builds credibility for the product category and creates demand for 

our brand. making mechanix Wear® the #1 brand, and the only high performance 

work glove consumers will ask for by name . . . eXposuRe

5 MiLLiON hOUSEhOLdS tUNEd iN wEEkLY.*
this makes nascar® sprint cup events the #2 rated regular season sport on television, trailing 

only the nfl. not only did race fans see over 13.2 hours of on-camera, in focus exposure of 

mechanix Wear® gloves during the broadcast of nascar® events last year*, they saw our gloves 

in countless other racing events, television shows and feature films. chances are pretty good that 

if your customer saw someone using high performance work gloves on television, it was a pair of 

mechanix Wear® gloves. What else can we say? . . . eXposuRe

Provided by NASCAR Series Research. 2008

Audit Bureau of Circulations (ABC) . 2008

**

***
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150,000 relaTionships and counTing. a brand’s success can be measured by the 

loyalty of its customers.  With today’s technological advances and the advent of social media, it has never 

been easier for our customers to interact and share their passions.  more importantly, we are now able 

to build one-to-one relationships with thousands of customers all over the world.  mechanix Wear® is fully 

committed to its growing community of hard working hands.  We assist users with product selections, we 

ask their opinions, and we align our passions with the community.  With 150,000 relationships and counting, 

our community influences us as much as we influence them.
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category leaders are those who champion innovation, 

and we welcome this challenge with enthusiasm and pride.  at 

mechanix Wear, we believe little things make big things happen.  

since the debut of our first high performance work glove at the 

1991 Daytona 500, our attention to anatomical correctness and 

material development has led to the most advanced hand protection 

on the market.  Over 20 years of research, development, design, 

and innovation, has led to a diverse line of gloves delivering superior 

fit, feel, and functionality to your hands.  Whether it’s bringing to 

market a never before seen product like the Original® glove light or 

advanced materials like material 4x® and the mighty armorcore™, look 

for mechanix Wear® to push boundaries and develop the next innovative 

idea in the high performance glove category.  
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High performance materials, anatomical design, and superior build quality provide your hands with 

functional hand protection fit for daily use. mechanix Wear® gloves are designed to combat daily hazards 

and injuries ranging from harsh abrasions, cut and puncture wounds to broken bones, joint damage, and 

vibration injuries. from concept to finished product, you can count on mechanix Wear® innovation to help 

you work faster, safer, and cleaner with more power and control.

innovaTion

With over 20 years of experience making gloves, mechanix Wear® knows quality control is serious 

business. therefore, we go to extremes to supervise the manufacturing and material quality of our 

gloves. We employ quality control specialists in our facilities that actively inspect the fit and build quality 

of our gloves before they ship to you.

qualiTy

Our roots are in racing, and our experience at the race track has led to the development of some of 

the most advanced materials and design features. from impact absorbing palm padding to durable 

fingertip construction, our experience at the track has led to some of the most advanced protective 

features in the industry. since the development of the Original® glove, mechanix Wear® has worked  

hand-in-hand with individuals in numerous industries to develop specialized hand protection for a wide 

variety of users.   

experience

mechanix Wear® reaches 100 million customers monthly through television, print, radio, social media and 

racing events around the world. the #1 glove in racing is used by nHra, supercross, motocross, indycar, 

motogp and all 43 nascar teams. your customers will ask for us by name. mechanix Wear® gloves.  

the tool that fits like a glove®.

brand recogniTion
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